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1  see Mcenry and wilson 2001.
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language. Since corpus  linguistics  is a relatively young field of study,  the methodologies 














































































































cautious  about  imposing modern  notions  that  equate  hypotaxis with  sophistication  and 
parataxis with primitiveness until we know more  about  the  full  range of  syntactic  pos-
sibilities in old english. ongoing research in this subject promises to revise our ideas of 
the grammatical, semantic, and rhythmic relationships in old english verse and prose.”5 











5   For more information on this issue see MiTchell 1985, 1988; MiTchell & roBinson 2007; BlAke 1992; 
denison 1993; fischer et al. 2000; hoGG 1992; kohonen 1978; Molencki 1997; pinTZuk 1993, 1995.










































them ambivalent para-hypotactic clauses or PH clauses, and they belong to the so called 





being  in hypotactic  relation  to  the clauses  immediately preceding/following  them. these 
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